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feel, to love, to
suffer will always be
the text of Woman
life" Balzac.
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London, Aug. 5. A message received here this afternoon , from
Guernsey, Channel Islands, says
that a French gunboat towing

RUSSIAN FLEET IS BOTTLED UP IN
BY

SOLDIERS
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THE CLOSING OF

large German steamer, anchored
in the- - roadstead under thi guns--- ,
"
- "'
of the castle, v
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Dover, England,- Aug. 5. the'-- .
German steamer FranV'Horn, fronv

Xuracoai July 11, for 'Stettin, on'
entering port here this afternoon
reported that firing was audible In
many directions but could give no
definite information.
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NEW YORK
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WHEAT DROPS WHEN

FIRMS FOR SERVICE IN FIELD

MANY DESTITUTE

STOCK

EXCHANGE WILL NOT
OPEN WHILE LONDON TRADE

German Cable Cut Between Europe And
The Azores And Isolation is Complete

ROOM

Report that 3 German Cruisers Ilave Been Captured or Sunk in
"
The Mediterranean by French Fleet Confirmed in Algiers
Torpedo Boat Destroyer Belonging to The Kaiser's Navy
Blows up Near Gedzer and 30 men Drowned.

-
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Reports of a naval engagement off the Scottish coast were declared
'
untrue by the British government.
The German cable was cut today between Europe and the Azores. Preparations of the British navy were completed tqday and it was announced
the government would acquire foreyin war ships under construction in
Great Britain.
King George called for volunteers for the army.
The British public showed some anxiety about food supplies,' which
brought reassuring statements from the government A scheme of contract
Is to be introduced to regulate prices.
The German ambassador had not left London today. German troops
arc reported to have entered Dutch and Swiss territory.
Russian warships have captured a number of German merchant vessels In the Black Sea, which is now isolated owing to the closing of the
Dardanelles and Bosphorus by Turkey.
Russian troops were today In contact with the German army along
the whole
border.
French and Germans touched on the French frontier.
London detectives arrested a number of Germans who are alleged to
h?ve possession of rifles and bombs.
Dispatch from Algiers through Lcndon said authentic confirmation of
the destruction or capture of three GSTnan cruisers by the French fleet in
the Mediterranean had been received there.
The French authorities announce? that 17 Alsatians, desirous of
reaching France from Germany, were shot by Germans.
The Belgian government announced the advance through Belgium of
the 70th and 10th German army cores.
The German fleet In the far east is said to havesailed from Tsing
Tau.
An embargo was placed by Gernany on Russian funds in German
banks.
The Japanese premier declared that no Japanese fleet or army would
be sent to Europe, but great activity In the Japanese navy was noticed after the declaration fo war between Get many and England.
Russo-Germa-
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TENNESSEE HELD WHILE NORTH WIRELESS ONLY MEANS OF COMMUNICATION LEFT TO ISOCAROLINA PREPARES TO
ACCOMPANY

LATED COUNTRY

HER

Washington, Aug. S. It was announced at the navy, department today that the sailing of the armored
cruiser Tennessee for Europe with
gold for the relief of Americans has
been postponed until tomorrow morning, in order to complete, all of the
necessary arrangements.
The armored cruiser North Carolina will accompany the Tennessee.
The North Carolina will carry additional gold, probably to Mediterranean
ports, leaving the Tennessee free to
supply needs in the north.
The house promptly passed the
$500,000 appropriation and within a
tew minutes the senate passed it also
and it went to the White House.
A bill appropriating $2,500,000, for
which President Wilson asked in a
special message, was brought Into
the house for passage under suspension of rules and exclusion of all other
'

n

London, Aug. 5. Although five of
the great European powers, Austria,
England, France, Germany and Russia
are at war, and millions of men on
land and sea. are under arms and reaty
to strike, developments of prime Importance were few today.,
, The cutting ol tie German telegraph
and telephone connections and the
severance of the German
cable virtually, cut off Germany
from communication with other countries. Reports from France, Belgium,
Holland and Russia showed that Germany's armies were moving forward
east and west and that her advance
posts were in contact with the opposing Russian and French armies.
In England preparations were rapidly completed for naval activities
after the declaration of war last night,
but the authorities would not permit
any leakage of news as to military or
naval movements.
Several German steamships In Brit-IfI- i
waters, including the Belfia with
75 German reservists and a quantity
of foodstuffs on board were declared

STARTER
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,
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New York, Aug... 5. Direct cables
with. Germany were "stopped today.
The German Atlantic cable lines from
New York to Emden, via the Azores,
were cut about 10:30 a; m. at some
point east of the Azores, possibly by
British, warships. . Tjie Commercial
Cable company, which operates the
American end of this line, made the
announcement of the cutting today
and refuged to accept messages for
Germany. It was denied that the lines
had been cut by British warships on
this side of the Atlantic. The eable
was working, according to an announcement, as far as the Azores.
Charles P Adams, second vice presi
dent of the Postal Telegraph com
pany, said there was no trouble with
the regular Commercial Cable com
pany's lines, which run from New
York to Nova Scotia and thence to
points on the English coast.
Communication with England over
these lines was still being maintained.
No hope was held out, however, for
any immediate restoration of com- nmnlcation with Germany over the
direct lines.
The cutting of the German cable
between Emden and the Azore "vir
tually completes the isolation of Germany from communication with the
outside world except insofar as messages be. exchanged by wireless.
ABdirect communication"' with the
United States is severed. Hereafter
all hews of happenings in Germany
will hae to. filter through hostile
countries, Russia on the east, France
on the west and England on the north.
.

It contained authority for use of
army and navy and chartering of
ships. Secretaries Bryan and McAdoo
told the appropriation committee it
was the plan to first utilize neutral
lines, then charter
ships, and use
army and navy transports as a last
resort.
Secretary Garrison announced after
a conference with the president that
his present plan for getting' Americans out of the war zone was to nave
the nations involved to designate a
port from which they can be removed
or to get permission to have them
taken to Italy. Spain or some otner
neutral country, where the United
States would call for them.
Mr. Gaxrison said that he had no RUSSIAN AEROPLANE
doubt foreign governments would
make such an arrangement.
BROUGHTTO EARTH
Mr. Garrison has located 39 avail
able ocean-goinvessels sailing under
the American flag, He is arranging THE AUSTRIANS SAID TO HAVE
to send food to American colonies in
STRUCK AIRSHIP CARRYING
'
the war zone.
OFFICERS"
4

contraband of war. The Maria Leon-harin the Thames suffered a simS""'
ilar fate.
The British government today commandeered the horses belonging to express companies and nig department
stores, thus causing an almost complete suspension of business.
Prepare for Casualties
On the coast of the North Sea, where
it had been reported erroneously that
a naval battle was In progress last
night, the British government has taken over all schools and other public
buildings, for conversion into hospitals, in readinessto receive the wounded men after the expected Important
naval encounter between the German
and British fleets.
Volunteers were requested for the
NO SCRIPT ON COAST
British army, and this was taken as an
San Francisco, Aug. 5. At a confer
indication that an expeditioary force ence of the banks forming thw San
was to be sent out, 'but no authentic Francisco Clearing House association,
information on this point was obain-afcl- it was decaded just before the close
of banking hours today that all the
'
France Ready for1 Action
members will remain on a gold basis
In France the minister of war
at least until the arrival of emergency
on Page Four)
currency from Washington.
,
"
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Yeinna, Aug. 5. According to the
Nfue Frel Presses, a Russian aeroplane carrying a pilot and two Russian
officers, was signed on the
frontier near lemberg, an important military station, of Ausiria-Hun- gsry, and "were fired on by Ausfriansl
.The machine crashed to the" ground
I and the two officers were kilted.
Russo-Ger-raa-

n

;,
., A bankers Conference.'aii, held
semi-annuall-

cent.--payabl-

here

at" which further arrangements' 'we-- e'
mode for the shipment of gold to aid
American! tourists abroad. It is probable that the amount may exceed
as outside bankers have asked to participate in behalf of their
'
clients abroad.
More applications
for emergency
currency were received at the
Another large amount of currency is
expected from Washington tomorrow
bringing the total up to about $75,000,- 000.
Railroad companies reported n
further piling up of freight for foreign
ports at ttyis and other nearby coast
wise centers.

AT BED SIDE OF WIFE

PRESIDENT APPEALS
ASKS WARRING NATIONS TO STOP
CONFLICT AND ARBITRATE

DISPUTES
Washington, Aug.
son has been

5.

President Wil

at the bedside

DROP OF 2 CENTS MARRALLIES BUT
V

IS NOT. YET FIRM

With the spread
of hostilities abroad Wall street has
settled down to a waltia gattitude. It
is virtually certain that no attempt to
reopen the stock exchange will
i ,
k
i mede.'whjle the London, exchange re'
i
,v
mains closed.
,
The stress of the financial situation
View of Sarajevo. X marks towa hall near' which thj archduke was
lfi'l the directors of the American Tobmurdered.
acco "company today to declare, their
rtpular quarterly" dividend of five per
cnt payable in scrip instead of caah.
RELIEF BOAT DELAYS
The scrip; is due one year from Sep
ATLANTIC CABLES TO
tember 1,; and bears interest at. per

of Mrs.

RELIEF CANNOT BE LONG DELAY
ED WITHOUT CAUSING WIDE,
SPREAD SUFFERING

KET- SLOWLY

IS CLOSED

New York, Aug. 5.

PRESIDENT WILSON OFFERS TO BE PEACEMAKER

AFTER

RE-

OFI MONEY

SAYS WAR

ENGLAND

CRISISJFEARLESSLY

powers his gpod

STRAITS

INJAD

SISTER OF PRESIDENT AMONG
THOSE IN LINE WAITING PER-

HORSES OF LONDON BUSINESS

President Wilson offered the .varring

-

TO "OBSERVE"

c

Paris, France, August 5. Myron
:
en-- ! T.
Herrick,
the United State
Chicago, Aug. 5. KnglaihPs
trance into the war was signalized ambassador in Paris, has cabled to the
today by a drope-- or prices in wheat. war department in Washington for percents mission for Major Spencer Cosby,
to 1
Opening prices were'
under last night with the market tend- Mujor Morton J. Henry, Captain Frank
v
'
'
ing downward.
Parker, Captain Francis H. Pope, Lieu
After the fall in value had reached tenant B.B .Somerville and four other
21-centsa reaction began, and 'the graduates of West Point, all of whon
market rallied , more than ,a cent a are on leave, to accompany the Frenci
bushel. The nearby option's- in wheat armies as military observers.
The ambassador has requested th
were the weakest "Some of the largFrench government to extend the tim
est houses in the trade were
limit for the issue of special permit..on the selling side.
of residence to Americans living, iu
'
Belief that a way would be quickly Paris who desire to remain here.
fotind by. the. United States r govern. The government had granted only
ment if other means failed, to get till tonight to foreigners ' desiring tv
American grain and provisions to Eu- obtain permits. Mrs. .Anna Wilson
rope, caused a decided advance in Howe, of Philadelphia, sister of presiprices here today, although at the open dent Wilson, took her place in the
a severe drop. Inie at the embassy yesterday waiting
ing values suffered
Wheat closed strong, 1
to 3 Increase for s passport.
above last night
Corn rose to 2
Oscar Underwood, Jr., was among
cents. Oats more than 2 cents and those who assisted American residents.
perk had a rise of $1.30 a barrel.
using his private automobile to bring
Strength was marked by the action iu children and others who had been
of the board of trade here In tele- separated from their parents
and
graphing to Washington an appeal that freinds. Assistance was given today
as an emergency measure the United by the American church to a numbar
States treasury department take up of destittue Americans. Elbert H.
the bills of exchange on grain cargoes Gary, chairman of; the committee for
the assistance of Americans said ha
ready to sail for Europe.
supposed there were more than 30,000
Americans in Europe desirous of
to America, and about 7,500 in
STEAMERS HAKE PORT
whom perhaps 1,500 were ia
of
Paris,
desperate straits. He said he thought
FORCED DRAUGHT the committee would be able to cope
w ith the majority of cases provided aidt
vss received from the state departTWO ATLANTIC
LINERS ARRIVE
ment A large number of tourists
REAT PHILADELPHIA
TO
from Switzerland, among them- many
MAIN INDEFINITELY
Americans, delegates of the Churcf
whose proposed confer
Peace
Philadelphia, Aug. 5. The North ence union,
on August 2 was
at
Constance
German Lloyd liner Brandenb'erg
docked here today after running for abadoned, have arrived In Paris witla
the last two days under forced draught tales of their experiences. They were
and without lights.. The Prinz Oskar wet politely but at the: point of the
Frewa frontier antl
of the Hamburg American line also Daynet on
Btl0W
to
creaen"aia. At
tneir
arrived today. Both ships were aas!ie1
day ahead of their schedule.
jUOBcancon mey were pui uuo rreigut
. .
ccrs used for the transportation
of
or
to
eat
little
drink.
had
and
troops
en on July 23 with 3S0 passengers for
The French showed them every courPhiladelphia and 385for Galveston. ts
py compatible with the exigencies of
The Prinz Oskar sailed from Hamwar.
22
3G0
on
with
burg
passengers.
July
Inquiries were made by the deleThere are now 23 foreign ships
for Dr. Fred Lynch, who left for
gates
help up at this port and 30 hiore are Constance last
Friday, but from whom
due within the next six days.
lo word had since been reeclved.
Mrs.-- Potter Palmer, Mrs. Carol an
1
and
others were among those who ap
TODAY IN CONGRESS
plied to join the French hospital .serv
8

4

4
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Wilson almost constantly for several
days, and her illness of several months
is causing worry In official circles.
It was while sitting beside his wife,
his constant helpmate and advisor,
that the president wrote his message
to the European crowned heads, appealing to them to stay their conflict
and discuss peace. Only those in close
touch with the president have known
of the severe strain under which, he
has been during the last fortnight.
No announcements have been made
about Mrs. Wilson's Illness. Persons
at the White House were disposed to
believe that she had slightly improved
today. She first took sick last March
and it Is understood has been sufferSenate: Met at 11 a. m.
ing from a complication of nervous ailPassed' $2,500,000 appropriation for
ments.
Americans
in Europe.
was
The condition of Mrs. Wilson
Foreign relations committee ordered
said to be extremely grave.. Mrs.
Francis Bowes Sayre and Miss Mar- favorable report on Secretary Bryan's
20 peace treaties.
garet Wilson, two daughters who have
Banking committee recommended
been away from Washington, have
confirmation
of Paul M. Warburg and
bedside.
to
her
been called
Frederick A. Delano as members of
the federal reserve board.
NO DELAY IN MAILS
Considered interstate trade commis
ti.
Postmaster
Washington, Aug.
General Tiurleson announced today sion Dill.
that because of the entrance of Great Passed a bill increasing limits of
Britain into the European war, Ameri- postal savings bank deposits to $1,000.
House. Met at noon.
can mails were being transferred to
Swefd
Pasped the appropriation for relief
the
United
the ships of
States,
en ami othr countries not involved. of Americans in Europe.
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Judge Elbert H. Gary of the United
States steel corporation, Myron T.
Herrick, the American ambassador to
France, and members of the American
committee, formed wrtb. the object of
aTding their countrymen, today arranged to have several
million franca
available for cashing checks and letters of credit of Americans. Tta
Americans here who have Yisib'm
means, consequently, will not lark
ready means now and the time of (ha
arrival of the arrival of the Uniifd
States cruiser Tennessee.
Ambassador Herrick is taking p
with thf French foverrment the.

'
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You can't fiod any sock
(hat will wear like the

INTER WOVEN

FINDS HIGHWAYS SOUTH OF AL
BUQUERQUE WORTHY OF
COMMENDATION

HYMN BEFORE

(By Rudyard Kipling)
The earth is full of anger,
The seas are dark with, wrath,
The Nations In their harness
Go up against our path;
Ere yet we loose the legions
Ere yet we draw the blade,
Jehovah of the Thunders,
Lord God of Battles, aid!

Santa Fe, Aug. 5. Stat Engineer
James A. French who returned from
Albuquerque today declares that tha
stretch of road built from Albuquerque
south Is as fine as any portion of the
roads in Dona Ana county except as to
the culverts, which in Dona Ana county
aro concrete while the old wooden cul-crts remain in the Albuquerque road,
the property owners being unwilling to
the state paying the oth
pay
er half of the expense of putting In
substantial concrete culverts.
The road four miles out of iBleta is
also graded and clayed and a
fine piece of road work. Similarly
three miles of the road out of Los
unas on the way to Gallup. The
bridge contractors have been notified
to get at work on the 310 foot bridge
over the Puerco. The contract was
lot to the El Paso Bridge and Iron
company.
The Domingo bridge over the Galis- teo proved a great convenience to the
many motorists bound for the Santo
Domingo corn dance. It was completed
or.ly a few days ago. The approaches
Bt Hi remain to be finally graded.

High lust and forward bearing,
Proud heart, rebellious trow
Deaf ear and soul uncaring,
We seek Thy mercy now!
The sinner that forswore Thee,
The fool that passed Thee by,
Our times are known before Thee
Lord, grant us strength to die!

one-hal- f,

Easy to fiud thick

socks

that will wear, but a THIN
sock that really WEARS is
quite another matter.'
INTERWOVEN is

thin,

sight-

ly and snug fitting and is

con

ceded to be the best sock for
the price.
Don't fail to try them.
25c and 50c

WT.

T. Greene,

N.

Hopklnton,

wites the following letter, which

From panic, pride and terror
Revenge that knows no rein,
Light haste and lawless error,
Protect us yet again.
Cloak Thou our undeserving,
Make firm the shuddering breath,
In silence and unswerving
To taste Thy lesser death!
1

E'en now their vanquished gathers,
E'en now we face the fray-- As
Thou didst help our fathers,
Help Thou our host today!
Fulfilled of signs and wonders,
In life, in death made clear
,
Jehovah of the Thunders,
Lord God of Battles, hear?

II.,
wiil

every one who has kidney
a year, Mrs. Greene
bed been afflicted with a very stub-torkidney trouble. Foley Kidney
Pills done more to complete her recovery than any medicine she has ta
ken and I feel it my duty to recom
mend them." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. AJv.
Interest

trouble. "For over

n

bMWolwt Mr

LONG

STANDING

BATTLE

DISPUTE IS
POLITICAL

ENDED

WISEACRES

A Trifle Guarded
ROCK ISLAND ROAD FORCED TO
matter
a
As
of fact there is no anti-IN STATE
INCORPORATE
McDonald
in Chaves counpropaganda
YEARS
MANY
AFTER
is worthy of
that
democrat
ty. Every
when he Is
is
name
him
with
the
of
5.
Five years
Santa Fe. Auk.
as they ought to
aa
is
which
far
and
right,
Mexico
New
between
controversy
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific go at any time. Roswell Morning
waa ended today News.
Railway company
when, the latter filed articles of in
In Summer Garb
corporation and paid an Incorporation
fee of $14&50, instead of the $7,500 That coat of feathers that Charley
Springer attempts to grow on the
at first claimed by the state.
It was Secretary of the Territory deve of peace In Bernalillo county has
Nathan Jaffa who was the first who been scattered to the four winds. Tbe
insisted that the Rock Island company poor bird is now as bare as the statue
in order Jo do business lawfully in of the Greek goddess. Carrizozo
New Mexico should file its charter News.

although incorporated under the laws
Most Bitter
of Illinois and Iowa and pay an inThe "Pease of Old Albuquerque''
corporation fee of $4 000 on a capital
Since then it lces not pasa understanding. It may
ization of 140,000,000.
has increased to $75,000,000 on which easily be seen, however, that the
the fee would have been $7,500. The Rcmero-Pacfaction will rule the requestion arose at the time that the publican primaries, which will be a
Rock Island system took over the Chi- bitter dose to some of their erstwhile
cago, Rock Island and El Paso road compatriots. Carrizozo News.
in New Mexico. The company took
the stand that the fee or tax was unFine!
constitutional, that it violated the InBesides being a progressive citizen
terstate commerce law and that New with progressive Ideas, Mr. Springer
Mexico has no statute in reality pro- is the most successful and best politividing for the incorporation of foreign cian in the republican ranks of the
railroad companies. There were reams stete. He does not work with a brass
of correspondence, an opinion or two band
accompaniment, but his work
by the attorney general of the state is quiet, yet effective. Yes, if anyone
as well as by the railroad attorneys. can
grow those feathers on the reIn the meantime the United States
publican peace dove, Charley Springer
ruled against the state of Kansas, can,
Springer Stockman.
which has a statute similar to that of
New Mexico, in two cases, Western
Shocking
Union Telegraph
company vs. the
It is currently reported that whole
State of Kansas and State vs. Pullman sale
liquor houses have put up quite
company, holding that the statute was a liberal fund to
help the wets carry
an interference with interstate comthe coming election on the 10th. Da
merce. The state had sought a denot ask who got the money or how it
cree ousting and restraining the comis being spent Ft Sumner Review.
pany from doing any local business
in Kansas but the supreme court
Honey Jim
held: "Th rule that a state may exThe campaign of "Honey Jim" Mul- ftude foreign corporations from Us
lins has been altogether characteristic
limits or impose such terms and con
of the man. He is wherever vou
dition of their, doing business therethfcik ho would be, and there
in aa it deems consistent with Its wouldn't
is no reason to suppose that there will
public policy does not apply to for be
any falling off in his normal vote.
eign corporations engaged in inter
state commerce." The court held fur- It is very largely a personal matter,
In his political career he has had
ther that "consistently with the due for
little help from any combination.
very
Fourteenth
clause
of
the
process
H-has
invariably run on his own
amendment a Btate cannot tax prop
hoow, and .so far as the legislature
or
located
erty
existing permanently
was concerned, he has been elected
beyond its limits."
time that he wanted to be.
The state corporation commission' every
T non-ni- l
and Attorney General Frank W. Clan
cy thereupon took uj the matter of
tcompelling the railroad company to
CITROLAXI
Incorporate in New Mexloo but reCITROLAXI
quiring a fee on only such proportion
CITROLAXI
of its capital stock as is employed In
It's a laxative of course and the
this state; Of the total mileage of
152.96
was
miles
found
that
it
nicest
7,852.45
hot weather drink you ever
are In New Mexico, or 1.94 per cent tasted. Flushes
thoroughly and pleas
This per cent of the paid up capital
too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N
antly,
stock of $4,877,000 is $1,455,000 and
"Have used laxatives for
on this the fee of $145.50 was paid. V, says:
a years nut tnis Citrolax has got
j
was
E.
designated
R,
Wright
Judge
statutory agent and Santa Fe the everything else beat a mile." Try it.
headquarters of the co.mpany for New O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
l
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REPORT OF

CLAYTON MAKES GOOD

REPORT OF SCHOOLS

FILED WITH
PER

ATTENDANCE
SHOWS SPLENDID
AND ACCURATELY ACCOUNTS
FOR EXPENDITURES

SCHOOL SHOWS

Santa Fe, Aug. 6. Statistics filed
for the town schools of Clayton, Union
county, today with the department of
education show that last year's receipts included $162.64 from poll tax;
$ll,08ft.16 from the tax levy, $942.08
from licenses and $1,023.45 from apportionment. The total receipts were
The expenditures included
$13,214.81.
waes, $7,612.50; repairs, $2,007.08;
supplies, $81.45; fuel, $404.75; janitor's wages $660; miscellaneous,

The president of the New Mexico
Normal University, Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, has Just completed his re
port to the governor for the past
year. The books of the school show
that 572 students took work during
the past year. This is a gain of 72
over the preceding yeaf. The board
of regents abolished the department
of music as a separate department
and eliminated the names of the
the figures giving the
jfironii
number of students1.
In tbe past five years the school
has increased 115 per cent in number
of students enrolled. In the school
266 students took
year of 1908-0- 9
work.
In 1909-1295 were enrolled,
making an increase of J 0.9 per cent
In 1910-1350 was the total number
of pupils, making a gain of 18.6 per
cent over the former ear. in 1911-1- 2
423 students made up the school, making a 20 per cent gain over the year
1910-1there
During the year 1912-1were 500 taking work, making a gain
of 18.1 per cent While In 1913-1the
total number enrolled was 572 with
a gain of 14.4 per cent over the preceding year. This makes the total
per cent of gain in five years 115 per
cent.
This speaks well for the growth of
the institution and New Mexico educational work. The authorities are
looking for a larger number of students during the coming year and
hope to erect several new buildings
in order that they may handle the increased size of the classes.

S731.04.

'

The school district has three buildings, oiie of them brick with nine
rooms and the other two frame with
one room each. Their value with
equipment is given at $30,000; the assessment of the district at $860,000.
According to the report Clayton has
496 persons
enrolled in its public
scTTools although the school census,
which includes all persona from 5 to
21 years, J(s
given as only 376, of
whom 7G are Spanish Americans, The
average daily attendance is 371, or
practically every person in Clayton
between 5 and 21 years is In school
every day of the 180 days that the
school term lasts.
TaCfs School

Statistics of the Taos day school

CENT

IN

GAIN OF 115

THE PAST FIVE
YEARS

0

1

3

4

given the department of education by
Mrs. Alice G. Dwire shows an enroll
ment of 94 pupils although the pueblo has only 66 children of compulsory
school age. Of the 94 enrolled 52 are
girls. The average attendance is 87.
Of those enrolled 33 are in the primary, 24 in the first and 10 in the
second grade. The term last year
Woman's Duty to Herself
was 187 days. There are two female
Every woman owes It to herself to
teachers paid $1,440 a year. The
value of grounds and buildings is
!ep in good health. No one can
The school has been in exist- reasonably be expected to maintain
a cheerful disposition when half sick.
ence 18 years.
Indigestion and constipation are two
of the most common ills to which women are subject and fortunately are
OKLAHOMA VOTERS
easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty, Indiana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
CHOOSE CANDIDATES was advised by a friend to try Chamberlain's Tablets for Indigestion and
constipation. This medicine not only
TODAY WITNESSES EXCITING
cured me of these disorders but toned
IN STATEWIDE
up my whole system bo that my health
PRIMARIES
has been better than for years since
'
'
-taking them." For sales by all dealOklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 6. Okla- ers. Adv. ,
homa voters today are choosing candidates for United States senators,
AT LAWTON
CELEBRATION
eight representatives In congress, all
Lawton, Okla., Aug. 5. Lawton's
f
state officers, and
of the
annual festival in celebration of the
and lower house of the state legis- anniversary of the opening of Oklalature. More than 900 persons are homa to settlement was opened today
candidates for the various offices.
in the presence of a large gathering
Interest centers in the democratic of visitors from all parts of the state.
gubernatorial race, with six aspirant3. Daily exhibition of frontier sports and
United States Senator Thomas P. Gore, a variety of other outdoor attractions
candidate for renomination, la opposed are included ia the three days'
by Samuel W. Hayes, of Cbickasha.
$9,-00- 0.
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GIRL MISSING FROM HOME
El Paso, Aug. 5. The police were
appealed to Sunday to locate and re
turn to her home, May Carroll, a 11- year old girl, who last Friday evening

AUGUST 5. 1914.

THP.E?

Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
FIFTEEN-YEAR-OLThe most prompt and effectual cura HUSBAND SHOULD BE
EQUALIZATION BOARD
for diarrhoea Is Chamberlain's Colic,
GIRL IS DROWNED Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When
HOG-TIETIGHT
CALLS CONFERENCE
given as soon as the first unnatural
left the home of a sister with whom
the
of
bowels
lof.senesg
appear one
GOES BEYOND DEPTH IN PLATTE
she lived in Altura Park.
dose la nearly always sufficient to ef- JUDGE TELLS WIFE THAT IS WAY AUGUST 20TH SET AS DATE OF
AND BROTHER IS BADLY
The girl left home without notifying
fect a cure. It should be kept at
TO DEAL WITH DRUNKEN
INJURED
MEETING OF STATE AND
her sister of her Intention not to re
hand ready for Instant use. For sale
SPOUSE
COUNTY OFFICERS
turn and when she did not come hack,
all dealers. Adv.
Denver, Aug. 6. One treath, from by
alarm for her safety was felt and the
drowning, and a serious accident ocSanta Fe, N. M., Aug. 6. Thursday,
Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 5. "Your wife
BURNS WIFE'S CLOTHES
A PUEBLAN
GIVES BATTLE TO police were asked to find her. The curred
yesterday in the family of
20, has been selected by the
August
hog-tieto
have
worn
and
ought
you
ose
even
El Paso, Aug.
g:rl was met by a friend Sunday
THREE ARMED MEN AND
Palonco, a
Phillip Land of 2050 South Cherokee
state
board
of equalization in session
Mexican laborer, was arrested at 2:30 out a wet dish rag beating you," was
ing and promised to go home at once, street
ROUTS THtM
at
the
as the day for a meetcapltol
but failed to do so.
o'clock Sunday afternoon at his home the theoretical penalty that Judge
Eva, the
daughter, was
ing of the district. attorneys, the memCrossman
as
moBt
Winnie
a
the
Mrs.
sister
of
suggested
deserving bers
Beady,
drowned In the Piatt river one block Hi Stevens street, by mounted police
Pueblo, Col., Aug. 5 Thru armed
of the boards of county commis
as well as two other sis- south of West Evans avenue and Gala- - men FInley and Chitwood, charged for A. iAindquUt, 2124 east Evans
bandits entered Beulaa avenue car missing girl,
sioners and all assessors of New Mex
avenue
was
he
In
when
to
account
for her ac page street at 4:30 o'clock in. the aft wtih assaulting his wife.
arraigned
ters, are unable
police ico to
talk over equalization matters.
No. 29 at Beulah avontn and Summit tions and are
to Mrs. Polanco's story court yesterday charged with coming In
very anxious for their ernoon.
According
view
of the calling of republican
street at 10 o'clock Moa.lay nigh!, sister to come home. The girl is said
heme drunk and smashing up the
Clarence, the 14-- ear-aison, suf to the police, her husband came home
and democratic Btate conventions about
held up the mofornian. conductor ana to be an
furniture.
is
and
orphan
unusually pret- fered a compound fracture of the left drunk and proceeded to wreak his
shot through the bead and foot of ty.
The Judge's preference in penalties that time here and In Albuquerque, It
arm when a gravel hank, from which vengeance on her. She says he beat
is believed that two birds could be
Guy Morgan, a passenger who athe was about to dive in search of his her severely, after which he gathered being out of the question In the case killed with one
stone and a large at
to
ihem
tempted
pursue
the sister, gave way, precipitating
Keep your Lfver Active During
him up all her clothes which were In the on hearing, he advised Mrs. Lundqulst tendance will
be
obtained.
One of the bandits Is believed to
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
against a rock on the river bank ten house and, taking them out into the that in the future she impose that
The board passed the following re
be wounded and hiding In the weeds
a
sort
The
willwas
of
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
penalty.
judge
feet below. He was nearly buried yard, made a bonfire of them.
which surround the car tracks In the
solution concerning the forthcoming
The woman says that Polanco even ing to guarantee results.
alive by sand which fell on top of hinu
Constipation
vicinity jot the shooting. He was shot
meeting:
It does beat all how quickly Foley The police and several searching threatened to tear off the dress she Lundqulst, who is a steel worker,
by Morgan before Morgan was struck. Cathartic Tablets liven
Resolved, that the secretary of tha
your liver and parties from the vicinity of the girl's was wearing and burn It also, but she came home Sunday afternoon In a hh;h board
The other two men are thought to overcome
of equalization be instructed to
constipation. Ney Oldham, home have searched in vain for the fled to a neighbor"? and called the po slate of spirts and Btarted In on the
have gained the railroad yards near
district attorneys, the boards
all
notify
He
hcusehold
Caseized
the
effects.
Texas, says. "Foley
girl s body and it Is feared it has lice.
of county commissioners and all as
the West Fourth street viaduct and Wimberley,
thartic Tablets are the best laxative been carried by the rapid current far Polanco was taken to jail and booked piano stool and used it for a sledge
escaped.
I ever used.
hammer on the piano, splintering the sess of counties of the state that a
on an assault charge.
They take the place of down the stream.
At St. Mary's hospital, where Morcase and almost severing the key meeting of the board will be held Aug-us- t
calomel." Wholesome, stirring anl
In company with two friends, Paul20 for the purpose of considering
gan was removed, his condition Is
beard from the body of the instruNo griping. A comfort to ine Wilson, 16, adopted daughter or
$100 Reward, $100
said to be serious, though It is be- cleansing.
assessments made in various counties
tore
stout persons. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson, sr.rl Juan- front
the
of
ment
He
The readers of this paper will be
away part
lieved he will recover. The bullet
ua Lamey, 14, daughter cl Vr. and i pleased to learn that there is at least side of the piano and reaching within and equalizing the same, the reason Promote hair-growiCross Drug Co. Adv.
confired at his head struck and glanced
Mrs. James Lamey, both of whom live one dreaded disease that science has Its mechanism, grabbed out an armful being that some of the said officials ditions
when
all elige fails. '
off.
near by on Elatl street, Eva Land been able to cure in all its stages, and of the sounding tongues and scattered have requested that they be consulted
LONG BASEBALL GAME
The holdup occurred when the car
before any changes are made In the
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure them about the room.
Samples Free by Mall
The longest major league game was went wading in the river, aa h.d
had reached the end of Its run, and
assessment of their counties."
Cutlruri Soap and Ointment sold throughout tha
her
custom
for
M!es
breakable
is
dishes
and
all
several
weeks.
the
now
cure
known'
things
readily
on
only
Wurta.
positive
between
1,
1906,
p!ayed
Liberal sum pit 01 each mailed tree, with 32- -.
was
September
Morgan
talking with Clifford
The board has 'but 24 out of 26 tax nook. Aadreat
Wilson can swim but neither Eva nor to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- fell easy prey to the violent husband.
Cuucura." Dept. 15b, Bunion.
Barnes, the conductor, and J. C. the Boston and Philadelphia American
Juanlta had learned even to keep ing a constitutional disease, requires Fully a barrel full of broken dishes rolls for Its inspection. The Santa Fe
Athin
when
the
clubs,
Boston,
league
Baker, the motorman, both of whom
fax roll, it Is true, loomed u?
a constitutional
killed in the battle of Bunker Hill
treatment.
Hall's vere strewn about the dining room county
had taken places In the car's open sec- letics won by a score of 1 In 24 in- afloat
before
the
traveling auditor Saturday, June
The
were
and
when
Catarrh
of
Arthur
Chief
girls
actJ.
Cure
is
Detectives
taken
laughing
splash
internally,
"Jack"
a
17, 1775, is to be perpetuated by
then
recruit
Coombs,
tion, while they enjoyed a few mo nings.
and was sent promptly back to the
a bronze tablet which is to be dedifrom Colby college, and "Jumbo'' Har lng in the water near the bank when ing dicactly upon the blood and mu- Grady and Chauffeur McDonald reach
ments' rest,
Eva started to wade out Into deeper cous sTirfaces of the system, thereby ed the Lundqulst home. The interior assessor. It Is said that aggregate cated next month
in the Old North
Barnes' attention was attracted to- ris, a young pitcher from the New
of Items on the tax roll fell over a
water. Suddenly she disappeared Jn destroying the foundation of the dis- o? the house was totally wrecked.
ward the first of the bandits, whom England league, were the respective
church, from the tower of which the
million
and
a
full
half
over
value
or
15 feet of water, and when next seen ease, and
In court yesterday Lundqulst en
famous signal lanters of Paul Revere
giving the patient strength
he observed sneaking along the side boxmen used by the Philadelphia and
value were
her head was bobbing up and down by building up the constitution and deavored to explain that It was his a half million for the
of the car from front to rear.
teams.
Boston
The game lasted four In
hung the night before the batbelow
the figures placed In the recathe middle of the stream. After assisting pature in doing its work. wife's actions which prompted the
tle of Lexington. The connection of
, He leaned from one of the windows hours and 47 minutes. The previous
pitulation column.
Old North church with the battle of
and demanded the man's business. As longest games in the National league floating about 150 feet Bhe threw her The proprietors have so much faith swashing bee. Judge Crossman fined
arms up and disappeared.
Ceorge M. Kinsell, one of the county Bunker Hill was an intimate
in
its curative powers that they offer Lundquist $50, and ordered that he
he did so the other two men, con- were played at Cincinnati on June 30,
one, as
Bitterly sobbing, her frightened One Hundred Dollars for any case pay $10 cash, and the balance stand commissioners of Santa Fe county, Is General Gage is said to have watched
cealed in the weeds along the track, 1SP2, and at Philadelphia on August
companions reported her disappear that It fails to cure. Send for list of suspended but in case he came home said to have been a caller at the offices it from the church tower. A British
sprang forward and leveled their guns. 24, 1905. Both ran 20 Innings. The ance
of the traveling auditor and It Is rumto nearby residents. A party of testimonials.
ilrunk again, he would be compelled
battery, stationed in Copps Hill burgame at Cincinnati was between the expert swimmers was soon
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To to serve out the balance of the fine ored that Mr. Kinsell is desirous rf ial srcunl,' only a few hundred' feet
organized
Keds and the Cubs and resulted in a
and a call for help was sent to the ledo, O.
Aid
Tf.s Liver
.
In the city jail "on knowing what Is the mattrr with tho in tdvarce cf the church, threw the
by remaining
At Philadelphia the
tie score of
police department.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
hot shots Into Charlestowri that burnwhen not at work in tax roll.
Is,
that
To Bleed Purity Cubs defeated the Quakers by a score Wayne Sibley, 20, son T. W. Sibley, Take Hall's Family Pills for consti shifts,"
The Dona Ana county tax roll Is re- ed that town to
th-steel
mills.
the ground, and after
On May 31, 1909, the longest
of
ported on the way and was expected the battle several
president of the Sibley Excavating pation. Advi,
British officers
on
was
record
playprofessional game
to arrive at the traveling auditor's of- who were
company of 2000 South
killed were laid in tombs
OBSOLETE WORDS
The Natural Stimulus R& ed between the Bloomington and De- street, and Charles Holcomb,Galapago
fice today.
26, a
LINCOLN PARK MEETINGS
under the church. The iplan of placAn old and disagreeable word is dy
catur teams of the
molder living at 2300 South Inca
lectures
a
quired is Not the Pur--"
to
Stereoptlcon
In
religious
ing a memorial tablet in the church
out
along
this
country,
according
ing
h
twenty-sixtin
the
Decatur
winning
league,
Don't endure the needless pain and will be carried out under the ausstreet, swam back and forth across and educational lines will be given by
census
bu
States
United
the
of
Kind.
report
gative
Fargo the river for a half a mile below the the Rev. J. Milton Harris In
inning by a score of
Lincoln reau on state laws affecting the de- torment of rheumatism, aggravated as pices of the British Military ' and
and Grand Forks engaged in a contest spot where she was
,
reported to have park, Thursday and Friday evenings pendent classes. "Pauper" is rapidly It is by the hot weather. W. T.
Naval Veterans of this city. The sowhich lasted 25 Innings at Devils Lake, sunk. Both were bruised and cut by
Nicholson, Ga., says: "I sut ciety has received an intimation that
of this week. The lecture Thursday disappearing from official use. "Indi
N. D., in 1895. Recently Hartford and under-wate- r
debris.
evening will be "Jesss and , His Dis- gent" and "dependent" are among the fcred the aches and pains of rheuma King George V will testify his Interest
New Haven in the Eastern associaYoung Clarence Land, his
ciples," by the great artist Tissot Fri synonyms used instead of the harsh tism, swollen feet irregular painful by sending a cable message to be read
tion, played 23 innings, the former
brother Blynn and several comday evening the subject of the lecture old noun. "Pauper" Is a word whlCh bladder action, hut Foley Kidney Pills at the dedication of the tablet
((winning
Gelst, for the winning rades ran to the river in the hope of will be
"Cigarette Smoking." Both grates upon the American ear. It sug fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
team, and Jansen, for New Haven, finding Eva, Scarcely had they reach- of these lectures will he
accompanied gests a horrible, hopeless poverty best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
pitched the entire contest. Amateurs ed the gravel bank when Clarence with songs and other matters of Inter
which is, or should be, foreign to a Diug Co. Adv.
ate credited with playing the longest fell and broke his arm. He was taken est.
WANTED
Ciean cotton ragt
Thursday night the Illustrated r!ch and wonderful land.
at
'
and the home.
Mat Pill Ar Better if Thrown Away.
game, the East End
HONOR BRITISH OF BUNKER HILL Optic offlc
will
and
be
Is
also
scng
there
Nine",
sung.
With
"Ninety
passing
"pauper"
CleveThe drowned girl was one of the This is one
Boston, Aug. 5. The memory of 250
Important as It to keep the bowels open, Erooklyn Atheltlc club teams, of
of the most beautiful songs the use of another word, beautiful in
It should be remembered that such action land, contesting for 30 innings on July brightest pupils in Manual Training
British
soldiers and sailors who were
does not necessarily mean that the liver
ever composed.
are
These lectures
Its original sense, hut cold and harsh
been stimulated. The action of S. S. 8. 4, 1907, the latter winning
Ed A. high school, where she had attended
las
Not even a collection when used in its application to the
free.
Is a natural liver tonic, but not a bowel
absolutely
for the last two years. She is sur
mover. It works In the liver cells to assist Goewey, in Leslie's'.
will be taken. Come out and enjoy a mechanical giving of assistance to the
in the natural and necessary function of
vived by her mother, father and two
real open air lecture. There will be wretched. That word is "charity." It
converting from the blood certain constitubrothers.
ents into what are known as assimilable
COUNTERFEIT MONEY
no chairs, use the park benches or sit is a disagreeable adjective and some
products. These are readily absorbed into
Her father is a janitor in the Er
El Paso, Aug. 5. Federal refugees
the body tissues to constantly provide new
and healthy material for that which is from Chihuahua are
nest & Cranmer building. Seventeenth on the lawn. The lectures will begin times an objectionable noun. So
large
circulating
MOST
YOUR
being destroyed by the energy of tissue
at 8 o'clock each night
"charity hospitals" are taking other
changes.
sums of counterfeit "Constitutionalist" and Curtis streets.
The presence of any blood trouble naturIs
"State
ntmes.
becoming
charity"
ally suggests a sluggish liver, but there is money, the Carranza officials here
"state aid," just as pauper asylums
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
required those medicinal properties which,
Sufferers of Hay Fever
There Is a large amount of this
upon reaching the liver, still retain their
some
In
almost
every
neighborhood
and
poorhouses are being changed,
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Focatalytic enersr to keep on through the bad money now In circulation on both
one has died from an attack of cholera bcth in name and nature, to infirm
blood circulation to do battle with impursides of the border. It is estimated
ities wherever they may have settled.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
Rheumatism, catarrh, anemia, most skin
Restful sleep, relief and comfort morbus before medicine could be pro- aries, hospitals and homes for the
worth of the Villa
Diseases and other results of impure blood, that $4,000,000
while implicating the liver by their morbid money has been counterfeited and $2,- - from choking, gasping asthma and tor cured or a physician summoned. Ev aged and infirm.
a,Mm,n
phw,m Mm'n'
S. 8. 8.
influences, are quickly checked
ery family should be prepared for
Poverty will be with us for a long
' Jta action throughout the blood bycirculation 000,000 worth of the old Carranza or menting hay fever for those who take
Mrs.
M.
an
E.
remove
Snyto
well
such
Is
but
emergency.
th
time
results in the stimulation of the tissue cells
it
yet
to the healthy and Judicious selection of Monclova issue. The money that has Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
their own essential nutriment.
as it glides der, Herkimer, N. Y says "About four stigma from those that are dependent
$1
the
healing
coating
from
soothing
counterfeited
been
ranges
You can get 8. a 8. in
husband had an attac'.c because of their misfortune and not
but Insist upon having It. any drug store, blils to the $50 ones and it is difficult down a raw tickling throat, and stops years ago my
morbuB.
I gave him Cham because of their fault From the New
of
Take no chance by
cholera
to
anyone
and colda. O. G.
3w"m'nd substitute.permitting
And If voiir blood to detect the counterfeit from the gen- irritating coughs
Cholera and Diarrhoea York Press..
berlain's
Colic,
.condition Is such that you would like to
Co.
Cross
Red
Drug
consult a specialist, address The Swift Spe- uine, except when it is examined by Schaefer and
Remedy and It relieved the pain Im
cific Company,
Adv.
520 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. experts, under a glass.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY AGENTS
mediately, and two or three doses of
it effected a cure." For sale by all
Asheville, N. C, Aug. 5. A large
attendance marked the opening here
dealers. Adv.
today of the annual meeting of the
CAPITAL PAID IN
8URPLUC
WEDDING IN MILITARY CIRCLES Southern Railway Agents' association.
Washington, Aug. a. The military The meeting will last three days and
I100,000.M
will be devoted to the, discussion of
contingent of capital society was in- a
wide range of topics relating parterested today in the wedding of Miss
1
ticularly to the work and duties of
i&ss&
Emily Chapin Coye, daughter of Mr. the railway agents. Several features
c
ra-- T
i .
y
and Mrs. William James Coye of this of entertainment are to be Included
cltyv and Captain Norton Ellsworth In the program.
C
Wood, U. S. A., which took place this
.:
ID. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
I . M. Cunningham. Preside it
afternoon In the chantry of Grace
ALDEN FAMILY REUNION
Frank Springer,
church. Captain Wood is a son of
Duxbury, Mass., Aug. 5. The fourthe late Brigadier General E. O. Wood, teenth annual reunion of the Alden
U. S. A., and Is connected with the kindred of Amercia,
composed of defield artillery, He recently returned scendants of the famous John and
from Madrid, Spain, where he was Priscilla Alden, was held today at the
military attache for a year. Captain old family homestead 'here. Many
Wood will take his bride to Fortsville, members were in attendance, among
Okla., where he Is now stationed
them being several from distant parts
of the country. The proceedings inSTRICTLY FEMININE
cluded a report by the association
The annals of crime bear no record
The flounce skirt is seen among the president on the happenings at Southof a wired house ever having been
dressier numbers and a skirt with a ampton, England, last August, when
Let us wire your
burglarized
tight circular flounce starting at the the pilgrim memorial and Alden tabCAPITAL
house
Edison
Mazda Lamps.
for
knees Is among" the new Ideas which let were dedicated.
gives promise of meeting with suc
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
cess, says the Dry Goods Economist
MICHIGAN FRUIT GROWERS
The latest of all is the circular skirt.
Pontlac, Mich., Aug. 5. Many leadThis Is sometimes trimmed with vel ing fruit growers of Michigan, memWM. Q. HATDON.
President
vet or satin ribbon, giving the effect bers of the State Horticultural soYles President
H. W. KZLLT
of tiered skirt. This la a very ex ciety, gathered here today for their
D, V. HOBKIN1
Traiuri
treme style and is expected to sell annual midsummer meeting. The sesfor the present in the large cities sions will last two days and will be
devoted to practical discussions of
only.
fruit culture, methods of packing,
Subscribe for Tfl Optl.
shipping and marketing.
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In made of the furniture and pictures, by to appear and show cause at this
bore down on
any angTy crowd today. The people meeting, several of the said petition
the department of
but was repulsed by French riflemen. were angered by the reports cl what ers being present, and this matter hav
"A regiment of German cavalry ad they deemfd to be an Indignity shown ing been set for hearing this day, wit
ESTABLISHED 1879
vanced as far as Morefontalne, In the to the Dowager Empress Maria Fee nesses were examined and proofs sub
TO same department but fell back before dorowna by being stopped la Berlin mitted both in support of said petition,
BY
on' her arrival from London, on her also against the same, and the board
a body of French infantry.
Publish by
to GU Petersburg, and compelled being advised in the premises, said
way
Is
'promobilization
French
"The
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
by the German authorities to go to matter was taken under advisement,
Most
order.
the
with
ceeding
greatest
(Incorporated)
was forced a decision to be
of the reservists already have joined. Copenhagen, An entrance
given at an early date.
"An excellent spirit prevails in Al- by the crowd through the windows. Allowance County Assessor:
.U
Editor,
M. M. PAOQETT.
Most of the rooms were wrecked and
Manuel A. Sanchez, Esq., assessor of
sace."
(Continued from Page One)
the furniture pitched Into the streets. San Miguel county. New Mexico, ap
Santos
the
famous
aviator,
Dumont,
ciared the mobilization to have pro
flS'W
A number of students and workmade verceeded satisfactorily and everything to offered his services today to the French men climbed, to the wot of the em- peared before the board and
'
an allowance to he
on
for
trench
bal
The
farmed
government
application
with
General
readiness
in
joffro,
be,
from
the
tore
and
gold
eagle
bassy
used In the transaction of business per
general, Paul Pau, who fought in the the
Enterod at the postofflce at East commander in 'chief, at the frontier.
top of the flagstaff. They then
In comi
AND
'
taining to his said office, and setting
Im VfU. New Mexico (or trans-nluloAs the Black" Sea haa been tightly war of 1870, had been placed
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many European countries, even Acia,"
said Superintendent B. Brlgham of the
Helping Hand, "but Nolan is the first
one I have eeen from the Emerald

PERSONALS

Isle"
Sena came in this
MIes Loriada
afternoon from her home at Santa Fe
and will remain in this city for several weeks visiting with her cousin,
,M ra. Lino Romero.
Mrs. L, D. Alexander of Englewood,
Kas.,.18 a visitor in the city.
, Miss Helma Vollmer left yesterday
evening for Trinidad, where she will
epend her vacation visiting with
friends and relatives.
Mrs. Elsie Draco left for her home
in Germany quite unexpectedly the
other night She will go to Michigan
and from there to the fatherland.
S. L. Chambers and wife of Clovis
are visitors in this city.
Ellas Spean Is a visitor from Albux
querque.
Mrs. W. G. Waldea of Englewood,
Kas.'ls spending a few: days in this
ity.
i Mrs. John Malouff Is In from her
home at Lamy. She will remain in
this city several days before returning.
Miss Anna Reeva is visiting with
her sister, Mrs. Johanna Vollmer.
Misa Reeva formerly lived in this city
and taugh In both the schools of the
West side and in the New Mexico
Normal University.
Mrs. Helena Rosewald of Albuquerque Is visiting Mr. Emanuel Rosenwaid
and family.
James D. Davidson is among the
visitors in this city from Albuquerque.
J. Ai, Miller is another Duke City
man visiting Las Vegas.
Dr. P. A Law son of Santa Fe came
In this noon and will spend a lew
days on business in tnis city.
Misa Bertha Frank of Detroit and
Miss Mae Fanning came In this afternoon from the east and will spend two
weeks at the Y. M. C. A. camp.
Miss Bessie Cavanaugh returned
evening from Clayton,
yesterday
where she has been visiting for several weeks.
Dr. C. C Gordon left this afternoon
for Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Root left this
afternoon for the south on their honey,
'

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

iU.-lv-

O

!

New York
Chicago l
St. Louis
Boston

W.
52
51
46

L.
37
43
46
45

46

49

53

.

i. A'.

Cincinnati .
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

.43
40

Chicago
New York

....0

L.
34
43
43

.552

American League
At Chicago
R. H. E.
9 0
-- .5
Philadelphia 4
9 1
,439 Chicago
Batteries:
.3:0
Bender, Bressler and
Schang; Russell and Schalk,

43
50
49
65
68

L.

Pet.

Chicago

Baltimore
Irdianapolis

51
49

42
40
42

.567
.560
"'.538

Brooklyn .
Buffalo ..

47
45

41

.534
.493

46
50
54

J...41
43

.451
.443

Sioux City

63

Denver
St. Joseph

61
60
54

.

Des Moines
Lincoln . ,'

Omaha .
Tcpeka .
Wlhclta .

'

L.

Pet

43
45

.600

45

.571
.509

..48
'..43
i...

65

.495
.462
.398

64

.393

56

42

.".

.575

62
62

...51

..

.

St

Louis

Batteries: Shore and
ton and Crossin.
At Cleveland
Cleveland -

U. H, E.
1
6 0
.2 8 3
Cady; Hamil-

R. H. E.
'

6

.

and

TODAY'S

.

'
At Detroit
R.,H. E.
1
New York
3 10 0
TTetroit 9 13 1
Batteries:
Caldwell, Warhop and
Nunamaker; Danes and Baker.

Federal League
At Brooklyn
Kansas City

R. H. E.

...4

BASEBALL

5

.

Buffalo

at Des Moines.
Lincoln at St. Joseph.
Sioux City at Topeka.
Omaha at Wichita,

At Wichita
Omaha
.
Wichita
Batteries:
Styles
Lambert and Jones.

WITH THE BOXERS
"

f
"pal Moore and Young Brown are to
clash at Far Rockaway on August 7.
Johnny "Summers and Matt Wells
have been matched to box for the
welterweight championship of Eng-

land.''" "
jarl Morris and Jess Willard may
pbstpdne the trip to Europe they had
-

this month, and hook up
Septem-
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All colors, 19c
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,JACQUARD SILKS

MESSALINB SILKS

the best in all

Wide Black
Messaline.

690-Yar-

Taffeta or
98o

i

40-l-

S EA

S0 NS

Silk Poplin

TO STOP

DENVER POLICE TO AID HEALTH
DEPARTMENT IN CRUSADE
AGAINST DOPE

All colors, 25c

All popular Shades,

SELLING

DRUG

,

All colors, 25o

hUli

y

PROMISCUOUS

SECO PLAIN1 SILKS

v

V

Peoples Bank

98c

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

&

;

't

Trust Company

COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

WAR IS DECLARED
(Continued From Page Four.)
the Belgians, said he was amaied at
the resistance offered to the German
advance. The Germans had been giv
en to understand at Berlin that thsy
would not be opposed la Belgium.
aviator was
A German military
killed today.

14, 1912.

. ..... .
h muuiauo..
vivj v.
The festivities in Bozeman will con-- 1
tlnue through the remainder of .the!
week and will be conducted under the
auspices of tha Society of Montana
Pioneers. The Jubilee will be observ
ed In all the principal cities and towns
of the state and from present indi
cations it will be one of the most
notable celebrations of its kind ever
held in the far west Great Falls
will be the scene of the principal fes
tivities. The celebration in that city
will extend over the whole of next
week. Industrial;' electrical and other
parades and a serieg of elaborate
pageants, depicting the history and
development of Montana will make
up the program.

-

,

,

to

carried prices

above

eight The close was strong

1

last
to

cents above last night
Fallureof expected rains made the
corn market strong. After starting
cent off to
cent up and ascedlng
a little further, the market sagged be
low last night's level, but then climbed decidedly higher than before. The
close was strong 1
to 2 cents net
higher.
Oats developed Independent strength!
on account of offerings being scanty.
Falling off in hog receipts brought
about an advance In provisions. The
closing quotations were:
Wheat, Sept. 90: Dec 95.
Corn, Sept 72,' Dec. 66.
Dec.
Oats, Sept.
Pork, Sept. $20.30.
A Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
Lard, Sept. $9.05; Oct $9.20.
When constipated take t. Chamber
Kibs, Sept. $12; Oct $11.62,
lain's Tablets. They are easy to take
and most agreeable in effect For
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
sale by all dealers. Adv. .
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
who was down on her back with kidKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Aug. 5. Hogs, ro- - neys so sore he had to help her move.
He pays, "She would cry with pain
cefpts 3,000. Market higher.
Market
4,000,
Cattle, receipts
steady. r.cros3 hor Vidneya, but after she took
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steady, the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
she was as well and strong as ever."
tncludingt'w 123456 ...
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co Adv.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 5. Although weakness seized1 the wheat market as the
Automobile stage line to Mora trifirst result here of England's declara- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sattion of war, prices were not long urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
in making a complete recovery and a 8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
rise all around. Higher values at Leave Mora" 4 p. m. arrive Las Veg
Winnipeg had considerable to do with 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, .'
causing the rally here. The opening, one way, $3. Round trip tlcketp
to 1 cents lower, was for one week. H. B. Hubbar
which was
followed by moderate further declines, 419 Railroad avenue. Phone
and then iy an upward swing that
Adv.
3

'

Gold Exports Stopped In Peru
Lima Peru, Aug. 5. The exportation of gold and silver from Peru was

prohibited today by the government
Many German and French reservists

are leaving for Europe.
Steamer Seized
Eugland, Aug. 5. A number
of German steamers anchored at this
port were taken over by the British
authorities today as prizes. The
crews, made up mostly of naval reservists, were made prisoners of war.
German

Hull,

!

37;

40.

Bring: Your

FROUGHT WITH SORROW

Kreuger;

DOT

$320,653.83

WHAN REPENTS

5.

Laf-fert-

$252,270.47

4

Nellie Taylor
Denyer, Aug.
counR. H.E. China began proceedings in the
mar18 21 2 ty court yesterday to have her
3 11 4 riage with Kay W. Chinn, a China-

and

$188,300.76

Total Resources July i, 1914 - $406,587.28

sea-sen-

man, annulled on the ground that
when she married him in 1912 at
Granger, Wyo., 'he had a wife living
diAt Des Moines
R. H. E. from whom he had never been
vorced.
5 9 2
Des Moines
Denver .0 6 1 The Chinaman was arrested recent
Batteries : Mogridge and Haley ; ly in Denver with his wife on a
complaint, which, later was
King and Spahr.
changed to a charge of white slavery!.
R. IL E. Uist Thursday he was discharged by
At St Joseph
'
5 10 0 United States Commissioner Hinsdale
Lincoln
2 8 2 for want of evidence.
St Joseph
Last May Chinn caused a sensation
Batteries: Jordan and Rehor;
in Salt Lake City by locking his first
and Griffith.
wile, a Chinese girl and daughter ot
the wealthiest Oriental merchant in
in the Chi
Tjtah, in a
nese district, from which. Bhe was reBUY FALL SILKS leased after months of confinement
by the police, who had been advised
of her predicament by her friends In
California.
JUST RECEIVED

DIAMOND

'I

6,

1,

i, 1913 .
1
9 13 -

Total Resources January 1,1914 -

Destroyer Sunk by Explosion
Copenhagen, Aug. 5. A German
torpedo boat destroyer was sunk near
Gedzer light ship off South Gedzer by
MARRIAGE TO CHINESE the
explosion of one of her boilers.
men were drowned. A few of
Thirty
R. H. E.
the crew were saved and taken aboard
TO
COURT
APPEALS
ANNUL
TO
5 10 4
the light ship.
HAS BEEN
UNION THAT
14 0

'

f

ber

.5

Western League
At Topeka '
Topeka
Sioux City
..10
Batteries:
Sanford, Grover
Rapps; White and Murphy..

Denver

r

1

4 9 1
Indianapolis
Anderson- - and Allen;
Batteries:
WHITE
Lavinge, Falkenburg, Warren and Tex- "
'
ter.

Western League

a battle at Kansas City on

WOOL CROP

Total Resources July

.

Federal League
Chicago at Baltimore
St Louis at Pittsburgh.
Indianapolis at Buffalo
Kansas City at Brooklyn,

plannedfo

4

SPLENDID

Phoeulx, Ariz., Aug. 5. According to
Hugh E. Campbell, president of the
Arizona Wool Growers'
association,
the outlook fot the wool crop this year
is better than ever before. So far this
season, he says, 8,000,000 pounds of
wool has been shipped, at an average
price of 22 cents a pound, delivered
in Boston. This is about 20 per cent
higher than the price last year, Camp-he- ll
states. He asserts the lamb crop
s
this year is better than for many
past.

Total Resources January
"

-

New York.
at BostQn.

American League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit
Boston at St. Louis.

in

9
6

Littleton, Colo.,' Aug.' 5. The romance of Miss Mildred Blair of Denver,
who eloped on October 3 last to' Littleton with Harry L. Hawkins, has come
to grief, and the man is a fugitive from
juttlce, with a reward of $50 offered
fur his capture."
Hawkins is charged with forging
checks last week on, Littleton business
men amounting to more than $100. If
statements he made to his bride are
tiue, she declve8 she will file charges
against him, alleging bigamy.
According to Mrs. Hawkins, her husband confessed about a month ago
that he was a married man and fathold child when he eloped
er a
with ber to Littleton, where County
Judge Ashbaugh tied the nuptial knot.
Hawkins threatriud he would kill
himself if his wife exposed him In
an;' way. The confession of Hawkins,
!' s said, followed the discovery by
Xrs. Hawkins of a photograph of his
supposed other wife and their child.
The picture was found in the bottom
of HawWns' trunk. When Jlrs. Hawkins 'demanded an explanation, Haw-iwu- s
is said to have confessed his
duplicity. The woman and her child
live at Spencer, N. Y., where Hawkins
is supposed to have gone.

Consulate Attacked
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 5. The big
black eagle above the door of
CATTLE MOVEMENTS
the German consulate was torn from
El Paso, Aug. 5. Cattle movements its supports to day by a crowd of men
At Pittsburgh
R. H. E.
St. Louis
6 11 3 continue few and of small quanties in which invaded the block and made for
.
Pittsburgh
...4 8 1 El Paso, it being the dull season of the consulate with, threats of destruc
'
TMteries: Wlllet and Simon; Bar-ge- r the year. Among some of the recent Hon.movements is the importation of 730
and Kerr.
Having thrown down the Insignia of
Chihuaffua
head of
cattle
by Germany and trampled on It the party
At Baltimore
R. H. E. Booker and Nations. Booker and left peaceably after bretaklng a little
2 6 1 Wormer imported a bunch, of 269 head glass and defacing the signs ot the
Baltimore
Chicago ....1 6 2 nf Mexican stock, both these shipments consulate doors.
Batteries:
Qulnn and Jacklltsch; being for the markets.
Immigration and military officers
Lemon and Romley of Columbus, here are preparing to stop all German
Fisk, McGuire and Clemona
have imported from Palomas,' Mexico, and Austrian subjects who may en
At Buffalo
R. H. E. a herd of 50 Mormon cattle.
deavor to flee to the United States. '
'

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.

"

3
2

Batteries: Cullop, Adams and Easterly; Finneran and Owens.

National League

at

Chicago

9

7 13

O'Neill;

Brooklyn

I

"

At St. Louis

Boston

Batteries:
Morton
Roehling and Henry.

Western League
W.

.

.417 TTashington

56

40

St. Louis

'

.515
.400
.490

55

Pittsburgh
Kansas City

,

At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
7 ,2
St. Louis
...
1
9 2
Pet Brooklyn .642
Batteries: Salle and Snyder; Pfef-.561 fer and McCarty.

YouWilllFind

eMiiWiiiiHiiiHf

Gowdy;

.433

.

Information

IS CHARGED WITH FORGERY AND WILL BE ACCUSED OF BIGAMY'
' ...

'
At New York
R.H.E.
6 1
.- -l
Chicago Aii New York 8 0
.467
Batteries: Vaughn, Humphries and
.444 Archer;
Marquard and Meyers.

W.

'::

r?iwr'W:

2

.505

Federal League

Kansas City, Aug. 5. If you wish
to know how it feels to have a draft
in your pocket for $1,213 and no place
to sleep, ask Thomas' Nolan of Dublin,
Ireland. He can tell you. He called
at the Helping Hand mission, explained his situation and was given a bed,
Yesterday a local bank received
"word that the draft was good and
honored It Then Nolan and his companion went to the Helping Hand,
both of them arrayed in. new clothing,
and paid for the shelter which had
v'"
been given them.
Young Noan and his companion are
traveling about the world In search
of adventure. They tell many stbrfes
of hobo life. They participated In
the 'Colorado mine war, have worked
on ranches and 'have been roustabouts.
ji( itB
"We have had remittance men from

Jhei

1
0 HUSBAND

8

.526
'

50

W.
.61
.55
.53
.51
.48
.47
.43
.32

ItOEton

HAS DRAFT FOR OVER
THOUSAND DOLLARS BUT
NO CASH

ffS'W

1
0

.547

American League

IRISHMAN

ijiMfTn

R.H.E.

.4

49
50

'

39

Brooklyn

TO SLEEP

HSBI

From week to week this space v ti ndo some interesting
pertaining to banking business.
.This week we present evidence of growth.

IN DISAPPOINTMENT

At Philadelphia
R, H, B.
5 1
Cincinnati
...3
'
10' 2
Pnlladelphla Pet.
Batteries: Yingling, Douglass and
.590
Clark; Tincup and Burns.

National League

PLENTY OF MONEY

PUCE

RUN AWAY MATCH ENDS

RESULT8

National League
At Boston
Boston .
Pittsburgh
Batteries:
Rudolph and
Harmon and Gibson.

FIVB

.

moon.
Miss Cora Duncan will leave tonight
for her home at Manson, Iowa'.
Mrs. Harnett left last night for
'Knid, Okla.
Louie Lloyd left this afternoon for
England Mr. Lloyd has been In
New Mexico for several years and Is
returning to his former home.

NO

YESTERDAY'S

AUGUST 5. 1914.

Denver. Aug. 5. Health department
olflcials, working In conjunction with
the police department, have launched
a campaign against Illegal drug traf
fic in Denver by swearing out war
rants for the arrest of three physi
cians, charging them with violating
the city ordinance relating to the prog
drugs.
curing of

Germans Take Frontier Town
The capture
of the Belgian frontier town of Vise
was effected by German troops after
an engagement which lasted: several
hours. It is stated that troops set fire
to the town, killing those of the popu- laion who resisted them. The town
of Argenteu Is also In flames.
Liege, Belgium, Aug. 5

Austria Acts to Prevent Famine
Vienna, Aug. 5. The Austro-Hun- garian governments today took dras
tic measures to protect the public
against merchants charging exorbi-- :
tant prices for food. A decree was
Issued calling on producers and deal
ers to inform the local authorities as
to the stocks in their possession. Any
attempt to keep secret the extent of
the stocks or to raise prices is to
be punished by Imprisonment ranging
from one month to one year.
The church authorities have decided
to permit the performance of marriages1 without the usual publication
of bans, the only demand made being
an oath' that there is no legal hind
rances-Hundred- s
of couples are tak
ing advantage of these regulations.
T

,,;!,
HARVEY'S

.

t

i

'

IS OPEN

34th season of this famous moun
tain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charges $10.00, transporta$1.00.
tion,
Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'i
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

Mike Gibbons has turned down a
contract for three fights offered htm
In Australia by Promoter "Snowy"
Baker.

CELEBRATES JUBILEE
Helena, Mont, Aug. 5. The statewide jubilee celebration to mark the
fiftieth anniversary of the organizaBuck Freeman, former major league tion of. Montana territory and the
anniversary of statehood
player and home run swatter, is um twenty-fiftwas ushered in today at Bozeman,
piring in the Canadian league.
MONTANA

habit-formin-

h
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"WeTi." he said

at last, "the old

15he

Vor vhal?" he asked. "A lot of
LODBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
couldn't look no worse'n it do silly talk about the color of your soul?
now; an my stock what I have laid In Lord! girlie, can't you learn to live
SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
will get spoiled if it don't get eat those things instead of talking about
THS BX3T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDL
if
lose
you them? Can't you see that they
You can have a try, young one,
In value if expressed In any but the
like;'
"Hurrah !H said Pedro, and hurried highest way? One has to keep ones
over to tell Nita and the others.
mouth shut in order that all the
A musty hardware store that also strength be left for one s hand."
sold grain and lumber, furnished a
"And apply none of It to dally life?'"
The fat man she cried.
few crude materials.
ii
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
paid for them, and Pedro carried them
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
"Live it; don't apply It." he anover to the cart and set to work.
A. M. Regular comswered
102 Meets every Monday night Jn
dryly.
ILLUSTRATIONS
"Please, one thing." he begged of
"One grows by expression!" she do
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
all
look
till
"don't
sort
you
Its proprietor,
,
clared; "by expression of every
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corIs finished."
father's friends, lots or tne people
My
as
been
has
etch month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
a
SYNOP8IS.
was
'"it
dingy affair,
"All right," agreed the man, "111 sit who come here, are living splendidly
brothers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. 1L Baily.
said, and upon Its tawdry sides the
just inside the door, and read inside themselves, and they give it RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- CHAPTER
open road. Pedro lettering had grown dim. Still, it was here,
vited. Guy M. Cary. W. M H. 8. Van Treasurer.
are
done."
Inter
till
the
outer
and
prethey
paper
you're
Mr.
out,
consequently
Jonea,
land tha dancing benx,
TI8EMENTS
youns easy enough to make out the inscripPetten, Secretary.
sent a tramp from atraltns toa become
Pedro answered nothing, but gave a esting. When I became engaged tc
Pedro's ambition
tion:
hady'a
purw.
a little mirror that hung you I thought I was going to find the
at
and
KNIGHTS
kit
Nlta
glance
to
Old
him
OF CTJLUMBUS, COUI
quit
pur
painter
The Elite
Una trailing' Dear cancers.
just opposite to where the uncon- same sort of intercourse, only lniensi Five cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Coffee, Milk, Frankfurter
Pies,
scious Mr. Lovejoy sat, whipped off fled But you are not what I thought Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ocrth Thursday in O. R. C ball
rniPTKn TT Pedro. Old Nlta and the
Over the doorway was an Invitation the old
coat and began working you were, and my soul Is unsatisfied." j No ad to
green
fbear tralnem atari for New York. Pedro to "walk
Tues-detwo
second
less
than
ular
conclave
occupy
the
Pioneer
space
In," and underneath this
"
building. Visiting members
q
tpaint a portrait for a
"Look here, dearest," said he Iighily
All advertlstmenta
and ao earna a meal for the company.- owner's name "Isaac Lovejoy, Prop." frantically.
in each 'month at Ma- are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
charged
himself on "don't go for we the first day yov lines
settled
The
PThe lady of the purae adventura ae Feproprietor
Pedro
will be booked at space actually set sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. Q. K.; Frank
had been printed small.
dro painting a stie pass.
Angel F. S.
stool near the door, and, get home. It's a long while two en
sidled up to the individual who, it the little to his
without regard to number of words. Smith, E. C: Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
toa
we
unfolded
have
been
since
weeks
faithful
tire
promise,
do
would seem, bore this name and title.
said he, "what
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- paper. Cautiously, and gether, and here we go, off the handle Cash In sdvlnce preferred.
0h, little .vPedro."
"Business thriving 'bout here?" pink evening
'nftlnt it'?
Afm
drew
h
and
Old
cut
it
Nlta
not
at
out,
LOCAL TIME CARD
Let's
all.
first
thing.
asked Pedro conversationally, by way speaking
-Jnat that." said Pedro. strlvta toj
Mr. Jones. They sat sweet to each other instead. Tell me
near,
leading
MASONS
ARCH
AL
ponvo
Regular
to
of an opening.
conquer hii emotion. "I am going
In the dust beside the step and about the last couple of weeks. You're
cation first Monday In each
him a glance, but down
la an artist, a painter. Don't yon ' The, man gaveto do
Pedro in silence. Then came not a very satisfactory correspondent
watched
so.
East Bound
month at Masonic Temple
without moving
understand T"
Beau-Jeaand Koko, followed by you know. What did you do at thr
m.
at
A.
7:30
The little group stirred relieverMy.
"Nope!" he replied.
P.
p.
Brinegar,
Arrive
beside
Detan
themselves
who settled
farm?"
"What! In a place where travelers Gunny,
This was nothing eo terrible, after all.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- No. I... 7:20 p. m
7:46 s. i
otd woman. Before halt an hour
the
a?
rode
and
horseback,
"I
walked,
Then for a few moments all spoke at must pass so often?" Pedro exclaimed, was
No. 4... 11:64 p m
tary.
11:61 f. i
gone all the town, for the first usual," she replied. "There was tim.
fcnce. voicing their relief. Hermanla's lifting his eyebrowe.
in the lunch wagon's history, bad for once for me to learn to know my
time
a. m
8
No.
!:3 a av
2:25
motionthe
still
"Yep!" said the man.
query made itself evident above
clustered before its door. As for Pe- self; to commune with my Inner con
1:35 p m.. . . . 1:04 .
. .0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO No.
less.
clamor of the rest.
dro, he had forgotten that there was sciousness. I read Swinburne.
OPTIC'S NUMIE. M"
West Bound
4. Meets every Monday evening at
"But why does this distress you so? . "What Is the trouble? Are there a world which
might came to gape you know, I think his aura must have
made
have
travelers?"
pic- no
Arrive
Detan
their
on
hall
.Always, always you
All
Sixth
stseet
was
visiting
and criticize. He
working.
been blue, like mine?"
tures. Pictures of us all, of
"Travelers, all right," said the fat
1:36 . 'Jbrethren cordially invited to attend. No. 1.... 1:10 p. m.
was unconscious
If
the
fifth
But
himself
to
a
Hill
painter
Sam
helped
of everybody; always, always man, "but no customers! No one stops of the crowd, the
4:44 a.
J. Friedenstine. N. G.: A. T. Rogers, No. I..
(:35 a. m.
proprietor was not. jam sandwich before replying..
scribbling little pictures upon bits of here!"
4:20 p. m.
4:34 . S,,
V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl No. 7..
Twice he .wanted to move, but dared
been great; espe PIANO for rent. 417
must
have
"That
street.
think!"
do
"What's the trouble,
Eighth
you
jpaper! Where Is the trouble?"
bo cially the riding," he exclaimed. "And
as
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crowd
m.
and
No.
7:44 a.
Increased,
4:36
not;
I..
p.
V.
C.
WerU,
Hedgoock,
Treasurer;
"The trouble comes because I shall Pedro Inquired.
did his impatience.
reminds
me, Iris, there is a wonthat
Trustee.
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advance.
in
ti'ina of war shall be regarded as con girl
FOR COUNTY FAIR
tniband by this nation!

TIRE.
WE HAVE THEM.
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SPECIAL ORDERS
FOR

-

JOHN

SPECIAL

'

COLORS

MOTOR CAR CO.

-

(Agents

for ihB Buick)

f

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, eta,, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try

.

a sack of It and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour,
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is . fully
to-equal to It. Order sack

H6? Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Bynolds, President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Cashier.

E. D. Reynolds. Vice President.

HaUet Reynolds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

WASHINGTON

DELANO
Washington, Aug. 5.

WARBURG;

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
.

J

CONFIRMED
--

Confirmation

AMERICANS MAY

PREPARATIONS RAPIDLY

BEING

COMMPLETED FOR EXPO
SITION IN OCTOBER.

of Paul N. Warburg of New York and
Frederick A. Delano of Chicago to
complete the federal reserve board was

(Continued From Page One.)
tion of which would be the best ports
Preparations for the county fair
recommended today by the senate
for Americans to embark on the
s
r
this fall are fast being completed and
0.
banking committee,
steamers which the United States govOctober everything will be ready
ernment is arranging to have call at by
for the biggest affair of its kind ever
French seaports.
held in Las Vegas. The fair commisMembers of the American embassy
sion will soon have the premium lists
made an arrangement with the French
and program for the three days of fun
military authorities late last night to readyv for mailing. A copy of these
Best oi Everything Eatable
llonie of
At
allow 50 homeless Germans gathered will be sent to every farmer in San
fllRMlURE
TUC DflvCMTLm
outside the embassy building to sleep Miguel countyi
MIL IIUOUIIUHL nwm
in a public school building near by
Good exhibits are promised in fancy
was a distressing gathering work and
There
fancy cattle. Horses, sheep,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
of indigent Germans, many of them cattle, poultry, dogs, agricultural and
women and children, at the embabssy other products will be entered for
AND SAVE MONEY.
today, getting their certificates of some of the prizes that are to be of
$1.35 for $3.00 Iron Beds.
Identification signed by the ambas fered for the best entered in each
$3.45 for $5.50 Iron Beds.
sador preparatory to being drafted to line.
$G.95 for Gilt Beds,
posts,
the western frontier.
The baby contest is attracting con
worth $10.50.
attention because of its
siderable
$9.85 for $13.50 Brass Beds, 2- READY FOR BUSINESS
and the practical lessons that
novelty
inch posts.
1
I have opened a barber
shop In may be learned from it regarding the
Coors Pavilion, corner Douglas and care and feeding of infants. When
$9.85 for $13.50 Dressers.
Grand avenue. Special attention to the rules and score cards are receiv
$12.50 for $17.50 Oak Princess
children's hair cutting. W. T. Reed ed by the commission the list of prizes
Dressers.
Inhabitants in the name of General
will be 'published as will the names
Adv.
.
.
$14.50 for $20.00 Oak Dressers.
PEACEFUL ENTRE ONCE Carranr.a to permit the peaceful oc
of the judges.
cupation of the cltyi
of Las Vegas who do
. The women
BARGAIN
AUTO
$1.75 for $2.50 Woven Wire Cots
and
work
baking are urged to
For sale, 1913 model six cylinder fancy
$2.65 for $3.25 No. 1 Gold Medal
JIOREJSUARANTEED . vf. Peace Again In Sight
exhibits
and
try for the prizes
prepare
Chalmers.
new;
bargain
Practically
Cots.
offered in that line. How; to make
WasUfngtonr Aug. 5. Jose Castelot,
Wm.
Whalen
ouick
sale.
for
Inauire
fli5 for $4.50 Metal , Couch
REPRESENTATIVE
CARRANZA'S
good things to eat and neat things to
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
personal representative of Provisional
with drop sides. ,
wear is just as Important as how to
ANNOUNCEMENT
MAKES
Adv.
President Carbajal, received messages
raise the best breed of hogs and
OF AMNESTY
from Mexico. today indicating that
$7.95 for $10 Crex Rugs, 9x12
horses.while a""1SftcTl had occurred In the
feet.
General
5.
pSace negotiations at Saltillo they had
Mexico City, Aug.
$.850 for $11 Wool Fibre Rugs,
RUSH TREATIES
Robles Dominguez, the personal by no. means been completely termi9x12.
Aug. 5. As an influWashington,
nated.$11.60 for $15.00 Tapestry, 9x12
representative of General Carranza,
ence for peace in the present time of
Rugs.
war. In Europe, the senate foreign re
eald today that he would immediately
LIBRARY REPORT FOR JULY
of
for $25.00 Axminster
$16.85
lations committee today ordered favissue a proclamation to the people of Books in library
v
Rugs, 9x12.
orably, reported Secretary Bryan's 20
the capital promising in the name
65
Monthly Magazines
peace treaties with foreign nations,
the constitutionalists that ail their Weekly periodicals
5
of! on all Refrigerators.
...
urge! for ratification by President
guarantees would be preserved during
5
4
was Dally papers
off on all Trunks.
Wilson before congress adjourns.
the period while the government to Books-loane90?
off on all Porch Furniture.
the federals
The committee, nowever, struck out
being transferred from
1,426
will give Patrons .
off on all Glassware.
He
a
constitutionalists.
provision that pending investigation
the
50
New cards written
off on Rockers and Diners.
of differences, contracting nations
assurances that all rebel advances Mrs. H. W. Kelly added another volfor
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
should agree not to Increase their
CAN PLEASE YOU
will be checked until arrangements
ume to her gift of the Catholic Encyhave
power
of
or naval programs unless
transfer
military
peaceful
tbe
clopedia, which we are very gald to
from a third power should
danger
been perfected. The present
Las
Vegas Steam Laundry
to have. Respectfully,
compel it.
force will be retained
ELIZABETH OOOLEY, Librarian.
Lumain order. He will call upon the

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

iUY IT AT

PlLllY

The maintenance of
Superior Service and

Reasonable Prices
at all times..

J. Ca JOHNSEN St SON
Funeral Directors and Licensed Embalmers

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skiand tires and Fiske tires and everything need
n

ed for

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERfECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

the

tbe

mmmmmm

Fresh
Tomatoes

0)

2 lbs.

E
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THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.STDRE

-
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Clean
or Dye
your old

1--

1-- 4

Garments.

4

1-- 4

M

SPOT CASH

I

TIE - BOHEY - LflBfl
Saved by Using

PIEiE'S PEZiK
SKI.P RISING FLOUR
Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

LET US

'.

1--4
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An Optic
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Ad Will Get

What You Want
When You Want It
"xJ

